Switch\textit{plusIP} is now available in a JITC certified configuration as a Radio Gateway with A5-SIP and MLPP support.

**SWITCH\textit{plusIP}**

INTEROPERABLE COMMUNICATIONS FOR CRITICAL MISSIONS

Harris is a trusted provider of advanced integrated command, control and communications systems for the defense industry, supplying customized solutions to support various requirements for command center, command post, and mobile-dismount platforms. Harris has the ability to deliver multi-site, multi-security domain air defense communications systems, transportable command and control systems, and interoperability solutions that are designed to maintain total situational awareness for any operation.
DOMESTIC & INTERNATIONAL SOLUTIONS

Global engagement command and control centers
Joint Forces command and control centers
Customs and border protection and patrol
Innovative response capabilities
Critical infrastructure protection
Incident awareness and assessment

Air traffic control, counterdrug, firefighting and natural disaster response capabilities

For more information, email interopcom@harris.com.

COMMUNICATION ON THE MOVE
SwitchplusIP Communications on the Move (C-OTM & C-OTMplus) systems provide command post type functionality with reduced SWaP for portable, in-vehicle or dismounted platforms. These IP based intercommunication systems provide deployed mobile operators with flexible, rapid and reliable access to vital tactical communications assets in a small package.

SWITCHPLUSIP BUILDING BLOCKS
All SwitchplusIP communication systems are built from the same advanced modular small footprint building blocks, repackaged and qualified to suit the required environments. This allows systems to be scaled from mobile and dismount portable up to the largest national C4 systems merely through the addition of the same common modules.

COMMAND CENTER
SwitchplusIP Command Center provides all the functionality required by a single or joint forces national operations C4i center to communicate with distributed and deployed assets. Command Center provides operators with a superset of functionality suitable for distributed, multisite, national command centers.

COMMAND POST
SwitchplusIP Command Post is a tactical C4 system designed especially for battalion and below command applications in both fixed and on-the-move platforms with complete control of tactical communications and fixed facility assets. This includes secure and non-secure communications.

COMMAND AND CONTROL CENTERS SERVED

- Air defense and surveillance systems
- Air and Space Operations Centers (AOCs)
- Base Command Posts (CP)
- Maintenance Operations Centers (MOC)
- Emergency Operations Center (EOC)
- Unit Control Centers (UCC)
- Deployment Control Center (DCC)
- Transportation Control Center (TCC)
- Task Forces

About Harris Corporation
Harris Corporation is a leading technology innovator, solving customers’ toughest mission-critical challenges by providing solutions that connect, inform and protect. Harris supports government and commercial customers in more than 100 countries and has approximately $6 billion in annual revenue. The company is organized into three business segments: Communication Systems, Space and Intelligence Systems and Electronic Systems.
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